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metrum® PQR
19” (half-rack) Control Meter for
Energy & Power Quality

Measurements
IEC 61000-4-30 Class A / 0,2S* Energy Control Meter

*Type tested accuracy for control meter pupose, not certified for revenue metering
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metrum® PQR

Metrum PQR

The Metrum PQR is a combined 19”
control meter for energy and power
quality measurements. The installation
is really easy to make thanks to the
built-in standard Essailec contact.

The PQR-meter is using the latest available

measurement performance and is a natural

part of Smart Grid solutions. Thanks to the

built-in intelligence it can be used both as a

Class A reference meter (IEC 61000-4-30)

for Power Quality such as a 0,2S class

energy control meter.

Figure 1. Easiest possible installation
thanks to the PQRs Essailec connector.

Measuring features

The Metrum IMU®  concept
All measurement units from Metrum are

designed to fulfil the Metrum IMU® (Intelli-
gent Measurement Unit) concept. The

IMU®  concept  relates to the intelligence of

the system: the sampled data is analysed in

the units and only the relevant information is

transmitted to the central system.

One important part of the IMU® concept is

that the result of the measurements is

presented in the easiest

way:

green light when the

measurement meets

the requirements and

red light if there have

been deviations. (OIC® -

Another part of the IMU®  concept is the report

analysis function according to national power

quality standards.

The report calculations can be performed

internally in the measurement instruments

which gives the advantage of recuced amount

of data that needs to be transferred to the

central analysis system.

All measurements are

done according to

international power

quality standards and

fulfills class A.

The Metrum PQR-units continuosly measure

slow as well as fast voltage variations (sag/

swell/transients) and also harmonics and

flicker. They also measure and give statistical

information about short and long interruptions.
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The advantage of the built-in report generator

function is that less information needs to be

transmitted to the central analysis system.

Figure 3. Reports directly in MS-Word.

Figure 2. Part from the Metrum PQR

measurement instruments technically
advanced platform developed for class
A performance.

Reference instruments (Class A)

The Metrum PQR units are developed to

perform according to the class A norm (IEC

61000-4-30). This standard describes how

the power quality parameters should be

calculated and defines the accuracy for

units to be used as reference instruments.

Metrum´s measurement instruments are

designed strictly in accordance with this

class A norm.

The main advantage of having a class A

reference instrument is that it can be used

for all measurements where the result will

be compared with other instruments and

you can be sure that the result is reliable.

This means that it can be used to solve

issues and customer complaints about

power quality between the utility and the end

customer.

Built-in report generator

All Metrum PQ measurement units calculate

the measurement  parameters according the

EN 50 160 voltage quality norm.

Pre-defined  reports according to

n EN 50 160 norm

n EMC standards

n National standards

n User defined reports

User defined reports

Users can, if so wanted, create their own

reports with Metrum´s Controller Software.

This can be used to make analysis

according to planning levels as a

complement to national standards like the

EN 50 160 norm.

The unique function of the Metrum PQ units

is that they perform the report analysis

directly in the instruments before sending the

information back to the central database.
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Figure 8. Metrum PQ Controller -

analysis window.

The analysis from Metrum´s measurement

units can be made from different software

systems according to the customer demand

and the number of units.

Use the Metrum PQ Controller software as a

cost-effective solution for small and medium

systems. When there is need for larger sys-

tems the full automatic Metrum PQ Controller

DB system is the perfect solution.

Analysis alternatives

The Metrum PQ Controller
The Metrum PQ Controller is a specially

designed software for unit configuration and

power quality analysis. It is the perfect choice

for small and medium systems.

The system has three main analysis

functions. These are event viewer, graphical

viewers and a report generator viewer.

Metrum has designed the program to be

user-friendly and flexible. The user can easily

evaluate different parameters and use zoom,

print and export functions. The report

generator can be used to create reports

according to choosen norms (EN 50 160

etc.)

Figure 7. Metrum PQ Controller -
configuration and real-time values.

Figure 9. The Metrum DB system
overview.

The Metrum database system

The Metrum PQ Controller DB system is a

full automatic client/server system used for

continious supervision of power quality in the

electrical grid.

The system is based on Microsoft SQL

Server and contains automatic multiple

download service (Metdac), database

storage (Metdab) such as advanced client

software for power quality evaluations from

different sites and measurement

instruments.
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Voltage Min/Max, Avg values Yes

Current Min/Max, Avg values Yes

Frequency Norm (10 sec) Yes

Unbalance Yes

Harmonics Yes

THD-F Yes

Individual harmonics                   Up to 50th

Power harmonics Yes

Flicker Yes

Pst 10 min Selectable storage interval Yes

Plt 120 min Selectable storage interval Yes

Signalling voltages < 3000 Hz Ripple frequencies Yes

Sag/swell registration 1/2-1 cycles RMS Class A Yes

Event direction calculation Upstream/downstream event Yes

Waveform recording Up to 12,8 kHz Selectable sampling freq. Yes

Selectable pre-trig 20ms<T<5s Yes

Seletable post-trig 1s<T<10s Yes

Selectable trig-value % of Unom Positive/negative value Yes

Sliding reference Class A Yes

Hysteresis % Class A Yes

Voltage step registration Nr/time and variation (%) Yes

Transient registration
Peak-detector function 1 MHz Yes

Waveform recording Yes

Selectable pre-trig Yes

Selectable post-trig Yes

Selectable trig-value % of Unom Positive/negative value Yes

Event registration Selectable event alarms Yes

Power measurement P/Q/S, PF/cos(ö) Active/Reactive/Apparent Yes

Energy measurement 0,2S accuracy* Control meter* Yes

Measuring parameters

Parameters Specification Information               PQR

Automatic direction event

The Metrum PQR measurement units

automatically calculate the direction of

of disturbances  (up-stream/down-stream).

This information is very useful to help finding

the source of disturbance.
Figure 10. The electrical grid and

disturbance direction analysis.

Metrum PQR - unit

Upstream

Downstream

* Type tested accuracy, Not certified for revenue metering
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Rev 3.1 ENG

Parameters Specification Information             PQR

Inputs

Voltage inputs 110 V RMS For PT  3

Voltage HF inputs 110 V / 6 kV High frequency inputs (2 MHz)  3

Current inputs 0-6 A RMS  4

General inputs 0-20 mA General analogue inputs  4

Outputs

Digital Outputs 200 V DC, max 200mA For S0-pulse or alarm purpose (2)

Power supply

Power supply input interval 85-264 VAC/110-375 VDC (47-63 Hz) Yes

Internal backup Yes

Norm conformity

IEC 61000-4-30, Class A < 0,1 % Reference instrument Yes

IEC 61000-4-7 Harmonic measurements Yes

IEC 61000-4-15 Flicker measurements Yes

EN 50 160 Calculated in the unit Yes

National standards Calculated in the unit Yes

User defined reports Calculated in the unit Yes

Storage intervals Selectable storage intervals Yes

PQDIF format Optional (Yes)

Hardware

Memory 128 MB Flash memory (NAND) Yes

Sampling-rate max 2 MHz Selectable sampling-rate                     2 MHz

Accuracy Class A                              < 0,1 %

Resolution                              16 bit

Bandwidth standard                              3,5 kHz

Bandwidth HF inputs                               1 MHz

Input impedance voltage inputs                             1 MOhm

Input impedance current inputs                            10 mOhm

Anti-alias filter Yes

PLL-synchronisation Yes

Communication

RS-232 (in front) Computer port (front) Yes

RS-232 Modem, terminals etc. Yes

CL-port Current loop port Yes

Ethernet port (RJ-45) Built-in Ethernet interface                    Optional

BNC For time synchronization                    Optional

Technical specification

Mechanical data
Size (W x H x D) 196 x 260 x 203 mm Safety EN 61 010-1

Weight 3,7 Kg EMC EN 50 081-1,2; EN 50 082-1,2

Operational temperature -10°C to +55°C

Humidity 10% - 85%, non-condensing

- Metrum Sweden AB reserves the right to change information and technical specification described in this brochure -


